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Problem - Agitate - Solution
This email is pure PAS:
Problem - Agitate - Solution (And then cliffhanger)
But I want to share some of the psychological underpinnings that make this email
and the next one really work.

Use the Endowed Progress Effect
The first concept is something called the Endowed Progress effect. And here's
what that means. If someone is given artificial advancement by you from point A to
point B they're more likely to make it all the way to point B. Let me explain with
one of the most famous studies about the endowed progress effect.
Have you ever been given a loyalty card where you got a stamp or hole-punch for
every time you made a purchase? Get enough stamps and you get a free one for
your loyalty.
That’s the context for this experiment. One group of car wash buyers received
loyalty cards that required eight purchases for a free car wash. The card was blank
to begin with. In other words there were eight stamps that had to go onto the card
in order for them to receive their free car wash. Pretty straightforward. The second
group was given loyalty cards that required 10 purchases but two of those spaces
were already stamped. So in both cases they just needed to do eight purchases.
That’s a key part of this study… both groups had to complete the same number of
purchases to get the free car wash, but one saw eight stamps… the other group
saw ten places required, but two spots already stamped.

The main theme in this email is that we're going to get
your subscriber to take baby steps closer to their goal.
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Problem - Agitate - Solution cont.
But what's interesting is that after nine months 34% of the people that already had
two stamps had redeemed their cards versus 19% who had cards with no stamps.
So what that means is that even though they had the same amount of purchases
that they needed to be made, psychologically it made a difference to hand out
cards where it was 10 purchases but two were already filled in. They were already
advanced several steps towards their goal and so they were much more likely to
complete it.

People feel compelled to finish what they start.
Now there's another phenomenon called the Zeigarnik effect. Have you ever
noticed that when you start a task you feel compelled to finish it? Or when you
start on a puzzle you can’t put it down? Or how you absolutely have to bingewatch an entire season of Netflix when each episode ends with a cliffhanger?
That’s the Zeigarnik effect.

The closer someone gets to a goal, the harder they work to finish.
A third one is something called the Goal Gradient effect. And this one is gonna feel
and sound kinda similar to the Endowed Progress effect but it's a little bit different
but works kind of hand in hand. The goal gradient effect says that the closer
someone gets to a goal the harder they work to finish it.
One study that highlights this effect involves rats running through a maze to get
food. The closer the rats got to the food the faster they ran. And they did another
experiment where they actually harnessed rats to a string as they were running
towards food and they measured how strongly the rats were pulling on the
harnesses. The closer the rats got to the food, the harder they pulled.
You’ll see in a moment how helping your subscriber get closer to their goal
compels them to finish.
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And a tip of the hat to Frank Kern. I’d be remiss if I didn’t mention that many years
ago he shared what he calls “Results in Advance”.
That’s what this is. We’re not giving out free info just for the sake of it or “moving
the free line”.
Frank taught the concept as a progress line from their current reality (on the left)
to the new and improved reality they want to experience (on the right). What are
the key milestones they need to accomplish to reach that goal? Hopefully there
are at least 3 (but not a dozen).
Today you’re going to help them with a simple way to reach milestone one. And
tomorrow you’ll give them a way to reach milestone two.
Or maybe milestone one can’t be reached with one simple tip… Ok, then help them
get closer to reaching milestone one in today and tomorrow’s email.

Help your subscriber take baby steps.
So I wanted to share those three different psychological effects with you because
these are the underpinnings for why the structure of this email works so well. So
now let's talk about the structure.
The main theme in these next two emails is that we're going to get your subscriber
to take two baby steps closer to their goal and this will do several things. As we've
already discussed this is going to make them want to finish the process - and
finishing the process will require purchasing a course or purchasing your solution.
The other important result is that this is going to really earn you a lot of trust and
respect from your subscribers because you're the first person who has helped
them really make progress towards their important goals and solve their most
pressing problems.
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The bulk of the email is really just helping them make a baby steps towards their
goal and in tomorrow's email is going to be another step towards that goal.
What I want you to focus on is how I start off the email and also how are I finish the
email.

Start by pointing out an obstacle.
In the very beginning of the email I'm pointing out an obstacle. This is the obstacle
that I'm going to solve in this email. The reason why I bring up the obstacle instead
of just jumping into the solution is because once again it's really important to
regain their attention and to refocus their attention. I want them anticipating the
information that I'm about to give them and so rather than just jumping into the
solution I want to bring up the problem so that then there's a desire to solve the
problem.
Once I've established the problem and they know that this is the problem that I'm
going to solve they're going to need to read the rest of the email an order to see
how I'm going to solve this problem.
As we go through the additional emails you're going to see that time and time
again I raise problems and I agitate those problems because that's a very powerful
way to regain attention and to come next.

Describe the overall solution.
Now that I've raised the problem before I get into the actual solution I describe
what the overall solution is going to be an that I do something that I believe is
extremely important: I proved that the method I'm going to used to solve the
problem it is valid.
Remember when I said how important it is to back up your claims?.
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Well as soon as I've made a claim about how I'm going to solve this problem I
back it up with evidence from a third-party source proving that the method I'm
going to use to solve this problem is a legitimate solution.
And then I make a quick mention of a call-to-action that I will go into more detail
about later in the email.
Think of this like a blog post where there's a lot of great information and for
anyone interested in knowing more we offer a content upgrade.
And this content upgrade, this extra content, is going to form the core offer for my
deadline.

It's ok to borrow credibility and authority from a known expert.
One more thing I'll point out is that the reason why I mentioned my friend Perry
Marshall is because I'm giving them a small piece of my story and borrowing
credibility and authority from a known expert. But I'm doing it in a context that
makes sense. It doesn't feel like I'm trying to sell. I'm doing it in such a way that it
feels like a natural part of the explanation… because it is.
In the coming emails I'm going to show you additional ways to drop in extra proof
in the form of case studies and testimonials from your best clients but do it in a
way where it doesn't feel like you're selling. In the most powerful type of selling
And marketing is the kind can't be perceived. It's invisible.

Use invisible marketing.
So if you skip down to the bottom of the email you'll see that there's an area
where I give an advanced tip. Anyone who wants to learn about the topic that I'm
sharing we'll be interested in an advanced tip. Who doesn't want to know about
what the advanced people are doing?
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And what I'm offering in this advanced tip is a new problem they they didn't even
know that they have and I link to a solution to that problem, which of course is all
about my product.
Notice again how instead of just mentioning the feature and the benefit the
structure that I'm using is to bring up a problem before I solve it.
And again the way that I presented this problem solution to highlight an additional
feature feels very natural in the context of this email.
This way it doesn't feel like I'm just piling on features and benefits features and
benefits for the sake of selling.

Introducing the content upgrade
And then towards the end of the email, just before my signature, this is where I
mentioned the bonus. This is the content upgrade.
Anyone reading this email who has read to this point and is excited about the
solutions that I've outlined will naturally want to get the content upgrade.
So now I link to the sales page, and notice that I'm not mentioning a deadline at all.
And in fact when they reach the sales pitch there will be no mention of a deadline
and there'll be no countdown timer on that page. That's not an accident.
As I discuss in my actual email that you'll read about next, the timing of how and
when you mention the deadline is important. In my own experience I see that it's
more effective to not mention a deadline early in the email sequence.
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You'll get more deliberate about the deadline next.
In the coming emails I will start to get more deliberate about the deadline and
then the final emails will be very specifically focused on the deadline.
Now look below my signature and I want to point out that once again I'm leaving
them with a cliffhanger… An open loop.
And the way that I do this is that I present yet another problem.
I do this time and time again in my emails because it's extremely effective.
The person reading this email might not have been thinking about this problem at
all. If I said "tomorrow I'm going to show you how to time your countdowns
perfectly" this may not be enough to really build their anticipation for what's to
come in tomorrow's email. So in addition, I tie it to a problem that they may not
have know was even a problem. But as soon as I bring it up it's now an issue that
needs to be resolved. So now they're looking forward to the email that I'm going to
send tomorrow.
I know I'm really hammering this point home again and again but I want to make
sure that you understand how effective it is to bring up a problem, even a problem
that they didn't know that they had, so that you can then have an effective
cliffhanger and regain their attention and build their anticipation for what's to come
next.
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Example Day 2 Email cont.
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